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ABout thIs Book
This National Aboriginal and Islander Children’s Day 2012 Activity book 
contains culturally appropriate activities for children.

The activities have been kindly contributed by a number of people and 
organisations. Seven of the activities are new to SNAICC’s Children’s Day 
resources, while the other activities are favourites from previous years.

With the help of these activities, children can be encouraged to learn 
about our natural environment and how to care for it.

It is hoped that these cultural activities will provide hours of fun and 
learning for our children - and their grown-ups!

Happy National and Aboriginal and Islander Children’s Day 2012. 

More ACtIvItIes At www.sNAICC.org.Au
Visit the NAICD Resources section of the SNAICC website for other 
favourite activities from past Children’s Days.

www.snaicc.org.au/children

sNAICC resourCe servICe
The SNAICC Resource Service works in partnership with individuals 
and organisations to develop and distribute a wide range of valuable 
strength-based publications, tools and resources for the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander child and family services sector. 

SNAICC Resource Service is funded by the Australian Government Department 
of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs.

A big thank you to the contributors and photographers of the activities  
in this book.

NAtIoNAl ABorIgINAl AND IslANDer ChIlDreN’s DAy 2012
National Aboriginal and Islander Children’s Day (NAICD) is a celebration 
of our children. August 4, 2012 marks the 25th anniversary of NAICD, a 
SNAICC initiative celebrated annually since 1988.

This year’s theme, Our Children, Our Culture, Our Way commemorates this 
wonderful achievement by celebrating the ways in which Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander child, family and cultural connections are 
maintained and nurtured 24 hours a day, every day, 365 days a year.

NAICD is an opportunity for children and their families, community and 
service providers to come together to share, network, learn, recognise 
and build upon the importance of family, culture and community.

CeleBrAte our ChIlDreN
All those who support children, including early childhood services, 
teachers, educators, foster carers, welfare workers, policy makers and 
government, are encouraged to take a break from their normal routine 
and organise activities involving children and families. Such local events 
celebrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and reinforce how 
important it is for their wellbeing to be connected to their culture.
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here Are soMe IDeAs froM pAst NAICD ACtIvItIes AND eveNts

•		Students	from	Sadadeen	Primary	School	(NT)	organised	an	event	called	
Sadadeen’s Big Walk. Students and their families walked to the Telegraph 
Station and then joined together for a family BBQ and picnic. Family 
participation was encouraged and free food provided (donated via 
grants). The event included a range of different picnic activities and 
games. Students walk backed to the pick up points to return to school.

•		Port	Augusta	Early	Childhood	and	Maternal	Health	Services	(SA)	joined	
together to present a Baby Info Expo at The Cinema Augusta for local 
families. The event included the screening of a hit movie called Babies and 
a special morning tea.

•		Tasmanian	Aboriginal	Child	Care	Association	held	children’s	activities	
including collage and painting, and showbags with NAICD goodies 
provided by the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre. An open day was held 
for parents, with lunch featuring traditional Aboriginal food, and 
multicultural activities with other community groups.

•		The	Lyons	Early	Childhood	School	(ACT)	held	an	event	called	Building 
friendships, big to small, Fun Day. The event celebrated children, small to 
big, by starting the day with a sunrise breakfast and continuing on with 
a whole range of fun activities for the rest of the school day. Activities 
included a newspaper fashion show, koori art, boomerang making and 
throwing, dream time stories and plenty of song and dance.

•		The	Townsville	Aboriginal	and	Torres	Strait	Islander	Health	Services	(QLD)		
arranged a children’s march to celebrate the day. Following the march 
children, families and staff were involved in activities including three 
legged races, face painting, rock climbing and a sausage sizzle.

•		The	Benevolent	Society	Brighter	Future’s	staff	in	Tenterfield	(NSW)	
met with local Aboriginal children to determine how they would like to 
celebrate this day. Elders and the School’s Principal were also involved 
in the planning. The children decided to celebrate the day by performing 
traditional dances, and making a series short speeches about how 
they valued themselves and their culture. The event also included face 
painting, story telling and sporting activities.

•		The	Champion	Centre	(WA)	held	Armadale Early Years Children and Families 
Day. The event provided fun, interactive, activity-based learning. Families 
learnt about the importance of the early years and what they could do to 
support child development outcomes. The day also incorporated a mix of 
activities and small group yarns on key topics related to early years.

•		F.W.	Kerr	Preschool	in	Ferntree	Gully	(VIC)	held	a	day	full	of	fun	activities	
for the children to engage, interact and celebrate being part of a 
community, and to build on their knowledge of the Aboriginal culture. 
Activities included children dressing up in colours of the Aboriginal flag, 
learning to cook herb damper, story telling and face painting.

regIster your eveNt
Show your support for NAICD by registering your event.

Let	us	know	about	your	NAICD	activities	and	celebrations	-	large	or	small.

Registration is free and easy to do; go to www.snaicc.org.au/children to 
register online, or download a registration form and fax it to 03 9489 8044.

orgANIse A NAICD eveNt
Everyone is encouraged to organise a NAICD event on or close to the day.

The event can be as simple as organising a special Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander art activity, to inviting an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander Elder 
to share stories with the children in your service, to holding a barbecue or a 
family day at the park.

Visit the NAICD Event Registration section of the SNAICC website to read more examples of events - www.snaicc.org.au/children



Activities
NAtIoNAl ABorIgINAl AND IslANDer  

ChIlDreN’s DAy 2012
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AuStrAlIAN ANImAl ANd BuSh SCeNe CollAge

© richard mclean Ikanbala. The	activity	and	images	on	these	two	pages	are	copyright	materials	developed	by	Richard	McLean	Ikanbala.	SNAICC	encourages	services	to	reproduce	and	use	this	activity,	
however the activity cannot be reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity book and/or individual pages.

whAt you NeeD
•	Coloured	pencils
•	Animal	stickers	-	optional
•	Scissors
•	Hobby	glue

This colouring activity is designed 
to use with the National Aboriginal 
and Islander Children’s Day 2012 
animal stickers. The stickers come 
with this book and as part of the 
Children’s Pack.

whAt to Do
Make	photocopies	of	the	picture	on	
the opposite page for the children.

Colour-in the picture.

Now colour-in the animals on the 
stickers.

Cut-out the animals and stick them 
onto the picture.

The turtle can go in the water, the 
snake on the log, and the goanna 
on the tree.

Alternatively: use the animal pictures below to colour in, cut out, and glue onto the picture.
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Australian bush template
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muttoN BIrd rookery CollAge - PArt A: mAke A muttoN BIrd ChICk

This is an early years activity about mutton birds and their 
environment.

Mutton	birds	are	very	important	to	Aboriginal	Tasmanians,	
who harvest the birds every year. It is an aspect of 
Tasmanian Aboriginal culture that continues today.

MORE	ON	MUTTON	BIRDS

Complementary resources about mutton birds, including 
an Early Years DVD and a resource set can be sourced from 
Aboriginal Education Services, Department of Education 
Tasmania: www.education.tas.gov.au / (03) 6233 7968.

whAt you NeeD
•	Hobby	glue
•	Masking	tape
•	Scissors
•	Coloured	paint	or	markers
•	Black	card	or	paper
•	Light	grey	crepe	paper
•	Icypole	sticks
•	Small	cotton	balls	

Place mutton bird chick template 
onto a black piece of card. Cut out the 
shapes using the template as a stencil.

Join the head and body together using 
an icy pole stick and either masking 
tape or glue.

Fold the beak into shape by folding on 
dotted lines. Glue it onto the head.

To make the feathers, cut the roll of 
crepe paper down the centre and then 
into small sections. Cut the sections 
into small strips without cutting to the 
end. This will result in a feather-like 
effect.

Glue the crepe paper feathers on the head and 
body of the baby mutton bird.

Glue the small cotton balls on to make the 
eyes. Coloured ones look particularly good.

Use	icypole	sticks	as	the	chick’s	legs.	Glue	
them on from the back.

© Aboriginal education Services, department of education tasmania 2009. The activity and images on these two pages are copyright materials developed by Aboriginal Education Services, Department of 
Education Tasmania. SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity 
book and/or individual pages.
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mutton bird chick template
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muttoN BIrd rookery CollAge - PArt B: mAke AN Adult muttoN BIrd

© Aboriginal education Services, department of education tasmania 2009. The activity and images on these two pages are copyright materials developed by Aboriginal Education Services, Department of 
Education Tasmania. SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity 
book and/or individual pages.

whAt you NeeD
•		Grey	feathers	-either	

collected or purchased 
from a craft store

•	Hobby	glue
•	Scissors
•	Grey	colour	paper/card

whAt to Do
Make	a	copy	of	the	adult	mutton	
bird template on the opposite page 
or draw it onto grey paper/card.

Cut out the adult mutton bird shape 
and glue feathers to it.

You can display and use the adults birds and 
chicks in a number of ways:

Create a rookery collage and include the chicks 
and adults in it - place the chicks near their 
burrows and the adult birds flying above them.

Create a raft of flying adult birds by attaching 
them to a wall .

Glue a stick to the back of the adult birds so 
that children can hold them and make them fly.

Create a mutton bird rookery and include the chicks in it.

Create a raft of adult mutton birds on a wall.
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mutton bird adult template
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PAlm FroNd WINdmIll

Palm frond weaving is one of 
many traditional crafts practised 
by Torres Strait Islanders. It has 
practical uses such as for making 
mats, hats, bowls, costumes for 
dance and used in the preparation 
of meals.

Clan groups and Islands have their 
own trademarks when producing 
these items. Certain families are 
well known for their weaving. 

Palm frond weaving is also used to 
make play items for children, such 
as is in this activity.

Start with two palm frond strips, 
equal in length. Fold one into a 
short zig-zag shape with a loop.

Slide the second strip into the left side 
of the zig-zag loop.

Fold the end of the second strip (#3 
in the above photo) up and through 
the centre of the zig-zag loop.

Fold the same 
end of the strip 
(#3) down and 

back through 
the zig-zag loop, 

this time to the 
right side.

Prick a small hole 
in the centre 
and slide the 

stem of the palm 
frond through it 
to complete the 

windmill.

© The activity images on this page are copyright materials contributed by Suzette Satrick. The activity is a traditional craft practised throughout the Torres Strait Islands and is handed down from generation to generation. 
SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity book and/or individual pages.

whAt you NeeD
•	Palm	fronds/leaves
•	Stem	of	the	palm	frond

ALTERNATIVE	MATERIALS

You can use strips of card if 
you do not have access to palm 
fronds. The straw from a straw 
broom, or small twigs can be 
used for the stem.
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eChIdNA

© rrACSSu - regional and remote Aboriginal Children’s Services Support unit.	The	activity	and	images	on	this	page	are	copyright	materials	developed	by	RRACSSU	-	Regional	and	Remote	Aboriginal	
Children’s	Services	Support	Unit.	SNAICC	encourages	services	to	reproduce	and	use	this	activity,	however	the	activity	cannot	be	reproduced	for	general	distribution.	Terms	of	the	copyright	prohibit	the	sale	of	
this activity book and/or individual pages.

whAt you NeeD
•		Scissors
•	Hobby	glue
•	Ribbon
•	Firm	card/cardboard
•		Beads,	buttons	or	small	

stones
•		Twigs,	toothpicks	or	

spaghetti

Use	this	simple	and	fun	activity	
to make a range of Echidnas in 
different shapes and sizes.

Start by either drawing the echidna shape 
onto the card or cardboard, or instruct 
children to draw their own.

Using	the	card	and	scissors,	cut	out	the	shape	
of the echidna.

Using	glue,	stick	the	twigs	to	the	echidna.	

Use	a	bead	or	button	to	make	the	eye.

Use	a	small	piece	of	ribbon	to	make	the	tongue.
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Make	copies	of	the	template	
on the opposite page.

Choose a large or small one 
and cut it out.

Trace the template onto your 
chosen decorated paper and 
cut it out.

Alternatively, photocopy the 
templates and let children 
colour them in.

Fold a 5mm strip, turn paper over and fold back again. 
Continue doing this to the length of the shape.

Cut a length of thread or wire. Tie the thread around the middle of the folded strip.  
If using wire, wrap the wire around the folded strip and twist the ends together.

Using	your	fingers	gently	fan	out	one	side	of	the	folded	strip.	This	will	form	one	
butterfly wing. Repeat on the other side. You may need to move the thread or wire 
gently to one side to even out your butterfly.

You can decorate your butterfly by adding beads, gems or glitter. You can stick your 
butterfly to cards or to the tops of presents as decorations.

ButterFly

whAt you NeeD
•	Butterfly	template
•	Scissors
•	Pen/pencil
•	Assorted	papers
•		Thread,	wire	or	pipe	cleaner
•	Beads/stick-on	gems/glitter

© rrACSSu - regional and remote Aboriginal Children’s Services Support unit.	The	activity	and	images	on	these	two	pages	are	copyright	materials	developed	by	RRACSSU	-	Regional	and	Remote	Aboriginal	
Children’s	Services	Support	Unit.	SNAICC	encourages	services	to	reproduce	and	use	this	activity,	however	the	activity	cannot	be	reproduced	for	general	distribution.	Terms	of	the	copyright	prohibit	the	sale	of	
this activity book and/or individual pages.
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Butterfly template

Large	butterfly Small butterfly
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SANdPIt  volCANo

© rrACSSu - regional and remote Aboriginal Children’s Services Support unit.	The	activity	and	images	on	this	page	are	copyright	materials	developed	by	RRACSSU	-	Regional	and	Remote	Aboriginal	
Children’s	Services	Support	Unit.	SNAICC	encourages	services	to	reproduce	and	use	this	activity,	however	the	activity	cannot	be	reproduced	for	general	distribution.	Terms	of	the	copyright	prohibit	the	sale	of	
this activity book and/or individual pages.

Use	this	activity	to	build	
conversations with children about 
local story places, especially those 
that have a history of volcanoes.

The chemical reaction that 
produces a volcanic eruption is also 
a fun introduction to the wonders 
of science.

Children love watching the volcano 
erupt in this fun and exciting 
activity!

Build the volcano shape 
- rake the sand pit before
you start.

Add enough food colouring 
to the vinegar to make it 
look nice and red, like hot 
lava.

Use	your	finger	to	put	
a hole in the top of the 
volcano. Fill it with Bicarb 
soda.

Add vinegar and watch it 
fizz	and	erupt!

whAt you NeeD
• Bicarb	Soda
• Bottle	of	vinegar
• Red	food	colouring
• Sand	or	soil
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National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Children’s Day, 4 August

This is a favourite activity for 
helping children to learn about 
the colours and meaning of the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander flags.

© Copyright of the Aboriginal flag is held by harold thomas. Copyright of the Torres Strait Island flag is held by the torres Strait Islands regional Council (tSIrC). This activity is designed by Sue Nowland. 
SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity book and/or individual pages.

Cut the crepe paper into 3-5cm 
squares.

Place the squares into flat 
containers.

Place small amount of glue onto the 
template. This can be done using a 
brush to make it easier.

With the scrunched up crepe paper, 
place it on the template in the right 
areas of the flag. Continue doing 
this until it is fully covered.

When completed, children can cut 
out their flag and stick it to a small 
branch. Alternatively they can be 
attached to a length of string with 
tape and hung across the room.

ABorIgINAl ANd torreS StrAIt ISlANder FlAgS

whAt you NeeD
• 	Aboriginal	and	Torres	Strait

Islander flag templates, on
next two pages of this book

• 	Crepe	paper	in	flag	colours
• Hobby	glue	and	scissors
• Paint	brush	for	the	glue

The Aboriginal Flag was designed 
by Luritja Elder, Harold Thomas.

The top half is black, representing 
the Aboriginal people of Australia.

The bottom half is red, and 
represents the land we live on.

The circle is yellow to represent 
the sun, the constant giver of life.

The flag was first flown in 1971.

The Torres Strait Islander Flag represents unity and identity of all Torres Strait 
Islanders. The design was created by the late Bernard Namok of Thursday Island.

The green horizontal stripes at the top and bottom of the flag represent 
the land, the two black horizontal stripes represent the people, the 
blue horizontal stripe in the centre represents the sea. The white dhari 
(headdress) positioned in the centre represents all Torres Strait Islander 
people. The five pointed star represents the five major island groups in the 
Torres Strait. The colour white of the star represents peace.

The flag was first launched in 1992.
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YELLOW

BLACK

RED

Aboriginal flag template
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GREEN

GREEN

BLACK

BLACK

BLUE

WHITE

WHITE

torres Strait Islander flag template
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© Sue Nowland 2006. The activity and images on this page are copyright materials developed by Sue Nowland. SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be 
reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity book and/or individual pages.

Clap sticks are also known as music 
sticks or tapping sticks. They 
are made of various woods and 
decorated with burnt wire markings 
or paintings.

Clap sticks are a percussion 
instrument. When the two sticks 
are tapped together they make a 
sound. They can come in many sizes 
and both males and females may 
use them.

They are often played together with 
the digeridoo.

Paint the dowel in a plain colour 
such as a variety of browns or black 
or try mixing the colours for a wood 
look.

You can also paint one half one 
colour and the other half another 
colour.

If someone has a grinder, the edges 
could be shaved off to make it 
pointed.

To make it easier for painting, paint 
most of the sticks, and then place 
into the bottom of an egg carton to 
dry.

When dry turn them upside down 
and	finish	painting	the	other	end.

When the sticks are dry, you can 
decorate the sticks by drawing on 
designs.

To help children make designs, you 
can use a pencil marking the sticks, 
and then paint the pattern over.

This will make it easier for children 
to follow a pattern.

ClAP StICkS

whAt you NeeD
• Variety	of	coloured	paints
• Paint	brushes
• Thin	sticks	for	dot	painting
• Egg	carton	to	put	the	paint	in
• Lengths	of	dowel
• 	Smooth	branches	or	dowel
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Paint the lunch wrap roll or plastic 
tube brown and let dry.

Then paint the ends or the middle a 
different colour and let dry.

This great activity makes use of 
lunch wrap rolls or plastic tubing to 
make a didgeridoo.

Made	in	tandem	with	the	clap	
sticks, once completed your 
children will be decked out ready to 
make music!

The digeridoo is an instrument 
played by males.

Finish off by decorating the roll. 
Use	stripes	or	dots	as	shown	in	the	
photo.

Boys can play the didgeridoo by 
blowing into it to make a sound.

To create music, boys and girls can 
play didgeridoo and clap sticks 
together.

dIdgerIdoo

whAt you NeeD
• 	Lunch	wrap	rolls	or	plastic

tubing
• Paints
• Cotton	buds	or	thin	sticks
• Paint	brushes
• Egg	carton	to	put	the	paint	in
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© Sue Nowland 2006. The activity and images on this page are copyright materials developed by Sue Nowland. SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be 
reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity.

The family is a very important part 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander culture. Children learn who 
they are related to, and who they 
belong with in their community.

Draw leaf shapes on the green 
paper - make them big enough to 
place family members names on 
them. The more leaves the better.

Punch a hole at the end of the 
leaves and tie with wool.

First write the child’s name on a 
leaf. Then one-by-one continue to 
write the names of family members 
on the the other leaves.

Add brothers and sisters, parents, 
aunts and uncles, grandparents, 
cousins ...and other extended 
family members.

Place play dough in the cup and 
then	press	the	twig	firmly	into	it.

Tie each leaf to the twig with wool, 
starting with the child’s name on 
the top branch.

FAmIly kINShIP tree

whAt you NeeD
• A	twig	with	many	branches
• 	Green	paper
• 	Markers,	scissors,	wool,	a	hole

punch, paper cup, lump of play
dough or plasticine
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Tasmanian Aboriginal people prior to European 
invasion	sourced	fibres	and	other	materials	from	the	
environment.	Kelp	is	one	of	the	traditional	fibres	
collected and utilised to create water carriers - a 
cultural tool of survival. Today Aboriginal people 
adapt	ways	of	working	with	this	culturally	significant	
material.

whAt to Do
Cut kelp into desired shapes.

Make	a	small	hole	in	the	pieces	of	kelp	and	thread	
them onto a length of twine, as shown in the photos.

Repeat to make several separate lengths.

Create a hanging support out of the sticks, or use an 
existing one.

Attach	the	lengths	to	the	support	to	finish	the	rest	of	
the kelp hanging.

© tACCA 2011. The activity and images on this page are copyright materials developed by Tasmanian Aboriginal Child Care Association. SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however 
the activity cannot be reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity.

kelP hANgINg

whAt you NeeD
• Kelp
• Sticks	or	hanging	support
• Twine,	string	or	wool
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© Sue Nowland 2006. The activity and images on this page are copyright materials developed by Sue Nowland. SNAICC encourages services to reproduce and use this activity, however the activity cannot be 
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people weave natural 
materials such as long grasses, 
vines,	plant	fibres,	bark,	hair,	fur	
and feathers.

They take great care and time in 
making baskets, mats, bags and 
fishing	nets	or	decorations	to	wear	
or hang up.

Use	strips	of	crepe	paper	to	wrap	
around the stem of the twig or 
branches.

Tie the wool to one part of the 
branch starting from the bottom 
and continue weaving making sure 
it	stays	firm.

When there is enough wool, tie it 
off.

Start to decorate with the natural 
resources, weaving in and out of 
the wool.

When completed, children can hang 
these from trees or they can be 
put on the ceiling using lengths of 
wool.

Alternatively they could be placed 
in a paper cup that has some play 
dough in the bottom.

WeAvINg oN A BrANCh

whAt you NeeD
• A	twig	with	branches
• 	Wool
• 	Scissors
• 	Collections	of	natural

materials including feathers,
long grasses, leaves, flowers,
shells, beads, crepe paper
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander People weave natural 
materials such as vines, bark, hair, 
fur and feathers.

They take great care and time in 
making	baskets,	mats,	bags	and	fish	
nets and traps.

At the back of the cardboard, sticky 
tape the end of the wool, then start 
to wind it around the cardboard as 
shown until you come to the other 
end.

Tape down the other end with sticky 
tape.

If children are having trouble with 
weaving, make the wool further 
apart. The closer together, the 
more challenging!

Children can now start weaving 
the crepe paper under and over the 
wool.

Starting	with	the	first	colour,	
alternate through the colours of 
the chosen flag until the cardboard 
is completed.

Turn the cardboard over and tape 
the edges to the back.

Decorate by weaving the natural 
materials collected through the 
wool. Small shells and stones can 
be glued on.

When completed, make two holes at 
the top of the cardboard, tie wool 
through them and hang it up.

WeAvINg oN CArdBoArd

whAt you NeeD
• 	Crepe	paper	cut	into	strips

approximately 2 cm longer
than the cardboard width.
Choose colours that match the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander flags

• Sticky	tape
• Stapler
• Hobby	glue
• 	Thin	leaves,	sticks,	feathers,

shells, flowers, stones and
wool
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander People make jewellery out 
of natural materials, such as seeds, 
beans, bones, feathers and shells.

Today some of the decorations are 
made from plastic beads.

For this activity, you may like to use 
colours that match the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander flags.

Encourage children to be creative 
by making a pattern with their 
natural resources as they thread 
the wire or string through the 
pieces.

Use	long	thread	for	necklaces,	
short thread for bracelets and 
anklets.

Collect the materials needed. Some 
may need small holes pierced in 
them so they can be threaded.

Many	patterns	and	designs	can	be	
made using the natural materials of 
the bush.

Children can learn to mix and 
match, plain beads can be painted.

JeWellery mAkINg

whAt you NeeD
• 	A	collection	of	beads	in	the

colours of the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander flags,
earthy colour beads, seeds and
shells - even pasta shells

• Thin	elastic,	string	or	wire
• Paint	-	optional
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander women spend many hours 
gathering natural materials such 
as seeds, nuts, shells and flowers 
from the bush to make traditional 
jewellery.
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reproduced for general distribution. Terms of the copyright prohibit the sale of this activity.

Cut up the leaves and flowers into 
small pieces.

Mix	them	all	around	with	the	other	
natural materials.

With the masking tape, measure 
around the child’s wrist and cut a 
piece	making	it	a	little	larger	to	fit	
over hand. The tape needs to be 
sticky side up.

Children can now decorate their 
tape with the natural materials.

Encourage children to pick up small 
pieces at a time and place on sticky 
side of tape.

When complete the children will 
have a lovely natural bracelet.

NAture BrACelet

whAt you NeeD
• Masking	tape
• Small	seeds,	nuts	and	shells
• Small	fern	leaves
• Small	flower	leaves
• Small	flowers
• Pot	pourri
• 		Flat	container	to	put

the materials into
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These environmental plates are 
great when telling Dreaming 
stories.

The plates remind children of the 
beauty and creation of our land, 
and the importance of caring for 
our animals and environment.

Begin	by	finding	or	drawing	
pictures of animals to cut out and 
use as templates.

Paint the paper plate blue, green 
and yellow - make sure the paint is 
very thick.

While the plate is drying, colour in 
the animal templates.

Decorate the plate with the natural 
materials by spreading glue across 
the page. 

Sprinkle the sand across the paper 
plate lightly then add other natural 
materials. You may need more glue 
as you place the materials on the 
plate.

Tell the children a Dreaming Story 
that matches the plate they have 
made, or ask them to make up their 
own stories.

eNvIroNmeNtAl PlAte

whAt you NeeD
• Paper	plate
• 	Paint	and	paint	containers

- use blue, green and yellow
paints

• Textas/markers
• Coloured	pencils
• 	Animal	drawings	to	use	as

colouring templates - choose
animals to match the story you
are telling

• Paint	brushes	and	hobby	glue
• 	Natural	resources	such	as

leaves, sticks, stones, ferns,
flowers, seeds, sand - the
materials must be very small
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people weave natural 
materials such as long grasses, 
vines,	plant	fibres,	bark,	hair,	fur	
and feathers.

They take great care and time in 
making	baskets,	mats,	bags	and	fish	
nets and traps.

On the back of the paper plate, 
make a circle in the middle as 
shown in the photo.

Using	a	ruler	and	pencil	divide	the	
plate into even sections, make sure 
there is odd number of spokes.

Cut each line right up to the circle - 
these become the spokes.

Tie wool around one of the spokes 
and start to wind the wool under 
and over each spoke, pushing 
firmly	towards	the	centre	circle		to	
maintain tension.

Continue weaving until you reach 
about 2 cm from the outer edge of 
the plate.

Use	a	stapler	to	now	start	forming	
the basket shape. Hold two spokes 
together and staple. Continue 
doing this until all the spokes have 
been stapled together and the 
basket is formed.

Paint the white bits of the basket 
brown	to	finish	it	off.

This basket can also be made in 
other sizes by using cardboard 
and making a circle of your desired 
size on it and following the 
instructions.

BASket WeAvINg

whAt you NeeD
• Paper	plate
• Scissors
• Ruler
• Wool	-	can	be	different	colours
• Brown/green	paint
• Paint	brush
• Stapler	and	marker
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Traditional breads are made from 
seeds or nuts. They are cooked 
under the ashes for about 45 
minutes, covered in hot coals.

Damper can be made out of flour 
and water and cooked in the oven 
and the taste is similar.

Place flour and salt in a mixing bowl 
and	mix	using	your	fingers	to	bring	
the flour from the outside, in.

In the middle of the mixture, make 
a well and pour in a little water at a 
time until the mixture is moist and 
firm,	but	not	sticky.	If	the	damper	is	
too wet, add more flour.

Place the dough onto a floured 
board and knead the mixture until 
it is smooth and round. Try not to 
over-knead the dough.

Place on a lightly floured baking 
tray and press down slightly. Place 
on top shelf in oven for 10-15 
minutes then turn it over for a 
further 10-15 minutes.

Damper should be golden 
brown in colour and sound 
hollow when you tap on it.

Break the damper into chunks 
and spread with butter and 
favourite topping such as 
honey, golden syrup, jam or 
vegemite or cheese.

It is best eaten warm, and very 
nice served with hot billy tea.

dAmPer mAkINg

whAt you NeeD
• 	Oven	pre	heated	to	350F	or

180C
• 	2	cups	SR	Flour,	1	cup	Plain

flour, 1 tsp salt and water to
mix.

• 	Bowl,	wooden	spoon,	baking
tray and a floured board

• 	To	make	a	larger	one	just	add
more flour and more water.

• 	You	can	also	try	adding	wattle
seeds, sultanas or herbs for a
different taste
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ANImAl trACkINg

MAkINg kANgAroo trACks MAkINg eMu trACks MAkINg DINgo trACks

1. Press	your	middle	finger	into	the
ground to make two marks, like this.

1. Press	your	middle	finger	into	the
ground to make a mark like this.

1. Use	your	first	finger	to	make	four	marks
on the ground.

2. To make the large pad, use your thumb.

3. Use	a	small	twig	to	make	claw	marks.

2. Place	your	second	finger	over	your	first
and press to make two marks either side.

3. Your thumb can be used to make a heel mark.

2. Press	your	first	finger	onto	the
ground to leave a mark like this.

3. Press with your thumb to complete the
Kangaroo track like the one above.

rePeAt 
eACh ProCeSS 
to mAke SetS 

oF ANImAl 
trACkS!
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The Aboriginal flag is very important to Aboriginal people 
all over Australia. It has been flown since the 1960s. When 
looking at the Aboriginal flag, there are three colours.

The top half is black and represents Aboriginal people from 
all over Australia.

The bottom half is red and represents the land Our Mother 
Earth.

The yellow circle in the middle of both colours represents 
the sun - the constant giver of life.

Paint the child’s hand using 
thick paint brushes. The top 
half of the hand is black and 
the bottom half including the 
thumb is red.

Press the child’s hand down in the middle of the sheet of 
paper or paper plate.

When lifted, place a yellow dot of paint in the middle.

Cut crepe paper of red, black and yellow into strips, 2cm wide 
and 30cm long and staple or tape them to the bottom of the 
plate.
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ABorIgINAl FlAg hANd PrINtS

whAt you NeeD
• 	Red	paint,	yellow	paint,

black paint
• 	Thick	paint	brushes
• Paint	containers
• 	A4	paper/paper	plate,

stapler or tape
• 	Crepe	paper	-	red,	black

and yellow, cut into strips
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1. Where were you born?

2. What is your traditional name?

3. What is, or do you have a totem?

4. Can you teach me an animal dance?

5. What are your people called?

6. What traditional language do you speak?

7. How do I say hello and goodbye…in your language?

8. What is your traditional bush tucker?

9. Can you show me how to draw 3 animal tracks in the sand?

10.   Can you teach me how to sing a song that your mum or dad
taught you?

11. Now put all the answers into a story - a ‘know your Elders’, story.

elder’S Story

This game will encourage children to think of what animals live in Australia; 
promote movement, creativity and psychosocial skills.

1. Gather the children to form a circle facing inwards.

2. Ask the children to think of an Australian animal.

3.  Ask the children to think of how that animal would move around in the bush.

4. Ask	the	children	who	would	like	to	go	first.

5. 	Get	the	first	child	to	mimic	the	animal	by	walking,	crawling,	hopping	etc.
away from the circle and get everyone else to mimic that child as well.

6. Instruct the child to return to his or her original spot in the circle.

7. Repeat until every child has had a turn.

ANImAl gAme

Celebrate the day or week by collecting all the art works that the children have made and display these by having a Children's Day community art 

exhibition. The children can design and write out the invitations, programme etc to their families.

Invite a local group of performers and invite an Elder to ‘open’ the Children's Day art exhibition.

Art eXhIBItIoN
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